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“Humanity” is an obscure word, especially in the fields of law and politics. Today, however, it can hardly be avoided, for it plays a decisive role in many of the dominant phrases of our age. From discussions of human rights and crimes committed against humanity to controversies surrounding humanitarian associations, policies, wars, and “interventions,” the name of our natural kind remains crucial. That there may be little about this designation that is self-evident can be gleaned from the rapid recollection of one fact in the history of words: in the West, “humanity” is a late addition to the set of basic legal terms. Not that the ancient authors, for example, lacked all understanding of the idea whose implications we now so easily assume. It is instructive, from this perspective, to consider the practice of the Roman lawyers, whose influence on legal terminology far exceeds that of any other single set of authorities. In their expositions of the code of civil law, the scholars of the Digest often employed the term “human being” (homo), and from their various usages one might well deduce a theory of such a general thing as “humanity.” But that account would be fundamentally at odds with most contemporary conceptions. The expression “human being” (homo), for the Roman scholars, pointed neither to positive rights nor to their ground. On the contrary, it signified the near absence of juridical titles. “Human being” (homo) was for them the name of a dimension in individual existence that the law, in principle, excluded from its complex considerations.
This is why the ancient jurists consistently opposed the terms “human being” (homo) and “person” (persona). They wrote of “human beings” when designating living individuals, considered in the near absence of legal qualification, while they invoked “persons” or “personalities” (personae) when alluding to individuals insofar as they laid claim to rights, titles, and prerogatives. Characters such as those of the debtor, the owner, the inheritor, and defendant, for instance, were for the Romans all “persons,” in that they permitted individuals to represent themselves and their various entitlements before the law. These were legal constructions, which could be attached to living individuals according to a number of possible forms. A single “human being” could possess several “personalities” over the course of time as well as in a single moment. An individual could be, for example, in succession an owner, husband, inheritor, and testator; he could also simultaneously lay claim to the multiple personhood of substituted heir and instituted heir. Inversely, the Romans also admitted that a single “person” might be partitioned among several individuals. Thus the rights of a master could be shared among his servants, and the title to a single degree of succession divided among inheritors.¹

When the ancient jurists alluded to humanity by employing the technical expression “human being” (homo), they designated what one might well consider a largely extralegal being: the material support for the attribution of all rights, or, more simply put, the physical individual to whom legal titles could be linked. As late as the sixteenth century, Hugo Donellus, faithful to this tradition, could therefore recall that “the expression human being [homo] refers to nature; person [persona] refers to civil law” (homo naturae, persona iuris civilis vocabulum).² It is no doubt also for this reason that in Roman legal discourse, the term homo, when used in isolation, meant simply “slave” or “servant.” In the idiom of the ancient authors, the term “human being,” taken on its own, designated an individual without positive rights. One might well go so far as to wager that had they employed the abstract noun “humanity” in any technical sense, the Roman jurists would have done so, therefore, to designate the specific qualification of rights and entitlement to change. When it did, the ancient jurists alluded to “law of nations” (ius gentium), and only within the vast domain of the types, which dictated the order of “natural law,” such a usage was hardly pertinent. Ulpian stated in the opening of the law of nations that which nature has taught to the human species but is common to sea animals, and the birds are the unity of the natural law, in which “human beings, namely, the species (gentes). That term seems, by generic oneness of a species. Latin authors had posited a phrase that human beings might well have placed but only within the vast domain long precede the foundation of ancient cities and positive legal institutions, the unity of the natural kind.
to designate the specific quality of human life largely lacking in juridical qualification. “Humanity” might have been, for them, a natural element common to all individuals that must be strictly distinguished from positive legal claims and titles.

Such a usage was hardly propitious for the elaboration of a legal and political theory of humanity, at least as a doctrine of the foundation of rights and entitlements. The situation took some time to change. When it did, the architecture of the law established by the Romans acquired a new shape. Introducing their great legal system, the classical jurists had famously distinguished three varieties of codes, which they termed “natural law” (ius naturale), the “law of nations” (ius gentium), and “civil law” (ius civile). It is worth considering the position that “humanity” might occupy in this tripartition. The species clearly could find no place within the last of the types, which dictated the rules pertaining to one group of human beings, namely, the inhabitants of a single city. But the abstract principle of humanity could also not be easily inscribed in the order of “natural law,” since that law, for the Roman jurists, was by definition indifferent to the peculiarities of human life. As Ulpian stated in the opening chapter of the Digest, “natural law is that which nature has taught to all animals; for it is not a law proper to the human species but is common to all animals—land animals, sea animals, and the birds as well.” If there was to be a domain of the law in which “humanity” might acquire some consistency, therefore, it could only be in “the law of nations.” But there, the Latin authors had posited a plurality of collective subjects: “nations” (gentes). That term seems, by virtue of its number, to exclude the generic oneness of a species. It is as if the Roman jurists accepted that human beings might well be united as instances of a type, but only within the vast domain of natural law, whose principles long precede the foundation of cities; it is as if, in other words, the ancient lawyers believed the human species to be of real significance only from a biological or zoological perspective. Once there are cities and positive legal institutions, the Roman jurists suggested, the unity of the natural kind can no longer clearly be identified.
Then the members of the one species share above all their division into plural “nations” (gentes), each with its own rules and traditions.

This ancient vision came to be contested by the modern philosophers of law who aimed, in distinction to the ancients, to elaborate a properly Christian legal theory. The first among them was most likely the late Scholastic thinker Francisco Suárez. His treatise On Laws of 1612 announced a new and decisive departure in the law of peoples by positing a thing largely unknown to earlier Latin legal theorists: a unity of the human species, which founded, as he argued, a universal community of all men. “The human species,” Suárez wrote,

while divided in different peoples and sovereignties, always conserves a kind of unity, which is not only specific but also almost political and moral, namely, that commanded by the natural precept of mutual love and pity, a precept that applies to all, even to those who are foreigners, no matter the nation to which they belong. Therefore, although a given sovereign state, commonwealth or kingdom may constitute a perfect community in itself, consisting of its own members, nevertheless, each one of these states is also, in a certain sense, and viewed in relation to the human species, a member of that universal society: for those states when standing alone are never so self-sufficient that they do not require some mutual assistance, association, and intercourse, at times for their own greater welfare and advantage, but at other times because also of some moral necessity or need. 4

With these words, Suárez did not go so far as to assert that “the unity of the species” immediately furnishes any positive legal principle. It is worth noting that he shied away from maintaining that the oneness of humankind is even strictly of ethical or political significance, writing cautiously that the species possesses “a kind of unity, which is not only specific but also almost political and moral” (habet aliquam unitatem non solum specificam, sed etiam quasi politicam, & moralem). 5 But the implications of his considerations are nonetheless quite apparent. To understand the law of nations fully, he suggested,

one must refer to a principle that is being founded on the unity of nations.

Treatises of international law go one step further. They begin, like Suárez, with the substance of a legal theory, customs and obligations. One begins, in this same manner, with its discussion “Of the Duties of Nations Arising Therefrom,” with obligations not enumerated by the ancients. every Christian individual owes to the other a kind of unity, which is not only specific but also almost political and moral (habet aliquid unitatem non solum specificam, sed etiam quasi politicam, & moralem). But the implications of his considerations are nonetheless quite apparent. To understand the law of nations fully, he suggested,
one must refer to a principle that transcends the divisions of peoples, being founded on the unity of the kind.

Treatises of international law from the following century take one step further. They begin to lend to the “unity” conceived by Suárez the substance of a legal entity, which founds a specific set of customs and obligations. One may take as illustration Wolff’s compendium of 1749. Classical in its broad outlines, Wolff’s *Jus gentium* duly treats the three varieties of law known to the Romans. But in its discussion “Of the Duties of Nations Toward Each Other and the Rights Arising Therefrom,” Wolff’s work defines one class of obligations not enumerated by the ancient and medieval theorists. Just as every Christian individual ought to love and cherish his neighbor, the German jurist reasons, so “every nation ought to love and cherish every other as itself, even though it be an enemy.” It would be “inhumane” for nations to act otherwise. From this remark, Wolff proceeds to derive a new class of “duties” (*officium*), which ought to assure that peoples remain faithful to their common nature: “duties of humanity” (*officium humanitatis*). “Since every nation ought to promote the happiness of another nation,” Wolff declares, “since, moreover, the duties of humanity are those by which the happiness of another is promoted, the duties of a nation also toward other nations, by which the happiness of those nations is promoted, are duties of humanity.” That Wolff himself was aware that such legal “offices” were of an unusual character may be inferred from his passing comment, in a note, that such obligations, while natural, “are generally but little considered” (*vulgo parum attenduntur*). He refrained, however, from saying more.

If one turns to Vattel’s *Law of Nations* (*Le droit des gens*), one finds a far fuller consideration of these fledgling obligations. In the opening chapter of his book, “The Nation, Considered in Its Relation to Others,” the Swiss jurist offers an extended treatment of “Common Duties, or Offices of Humanity, Between Nations.” As in Wolff, the analogy of the interaction of peoples to that of individuals dominates the discussion. “The *offices of humanity*,” Vattel asserts, “consist in the fulfillment of the duty of mutual assistance
which men owe to one another because they are men, that is to say, because they are made to live together in society, and are of necessity dependent upon one another's aid for their preservation and happiness, and for the means of a livelihood conformable to their nature." So, too, the jurist reasons, there exist "offices of humanity among Nations," which "are not less subject to the laws of nature than are individuals." Such duties demand that all peoples assist each other, since none could survive entirely on its own. Vattel does not hesitate to offer examples of instances in which such "offices" ought to be discharged. If "a powerful enemy" unjustly attacks a nation, "threatening to crush it," an obligation of humanity enjoins its neighbors to come to its aid. The natural calamities that may always befall peoples provide Vattel with similar illustrations. A nation may be struck with famine, fire, and disaster on its territory, as was the case with the earthquake in Lisbon; in such cases, it is then incumbent on more fortunate peoples to aid it. Since such imperatives result not from contracts or treaties but from a common nature, they extend, Vattel specifies, even to public potentates of diverse religions. The thinker approvingly recalls how a sense of such a duty spurred on the "wise Pontiff who at present occupies the Roman See" to come in succor of "several Dutch vessels, detained at Civita Vecchia through fear of Algerian corsairs," sending papal frigates to escort them safely on their way. The precise legal status of Vattel's "duties of humanity" is tellingly ambiguous. On the one hand, the Law of Nations asserts that such obligations are universal, being dictated to all nations by the common nature of the human species. On the other hand, however, the treatise also specifies that the right by which peoples may lay claim to such offices must remain "imperfect." "If another nation refuses them without good reason," Vattel writes, "it offends against charity, which consists in acknowledging an imperfect right of another; but it does no injury thereby, since injury or injustice results from denying a perfect right." One people might well be inconvenienced by others' neglect of the offices of humanity, but no nation could pretend to be speaking, could ever demand in extension without being penalized, for Vattel, occupy a curious charge is to be recommended, conversely, is to be discouraged, well detect in such an account. The eighteenth-century jurist may of the offices of the species beyond how "natural" the status it has presented, as he well knew, a decision in law. "These sacred precepts," have been for a long time unknown. They were soon to become a central place in legal theory, decisive importance given to contemporary, Immanuel Kant, important illustration The Metaphysics of Right and The Metaphysics of Virtue. In both parts of this a crucial role. But it consists in the term "humanity" (Menschend, any end whatsoever. The and ethical status can be gleaned assertion that "man has a crude state of his nature, from more and more toward human which he alone is capable of selection between the idea of human not evident, is doubtless highly philosopher's indication in this the characteristic of human but always still to be achieved, the
no nation could pretend to be thus harmed, since none, strictly speaking, could ever demand that they be accomplished. Universal in extension without being perfectly binding, the duties of humanity, for Vattel, occupy a curious position before the law. Their discharge is to be recommended, but not commanded; their neglect, conversely, is to be discouraged, but never condemned. One might well detect in such an account the traces of some uncertainty. The eighteenth-century jurist may have hesitated to advance his theory of the offices of the species beyond certain limits, because no matter how “natural” the status it claimed for itself, the doctrine represented, as he well knew, a decidedly novel proposition in the field of law. “These sacred precepts,” Vattel observes, in conclusion, “have been for a long time unknown among nations.”

They were soon to become much more accepted, and by the end of the eighteenth century, the term “humanity” had acquired a central place in legal theory. As evidence, it suffices to recall the decisive importance given to the term by Vattel’s slightly younger contemporary, Immanuel Kant. One may take as the single most important illustration The Metaphysics of Morals of 1797, which contains both “The Metaphysical First Principles of the Doctrine of Right” and “The Metaphysical First Principles of the Doctrine of Virtue.” In both parts of this late work, the new legal notion plays a crucial role. But it consistently implies obscurities. Kant defines the term “humanity” (Menschheit) as “the capacity to set oneself an end, any end whatsoever.” That this “capacity” is of a curious legal and ethical status can be gleaned from the philosopher’s apodictic assertion that “man has a duty [Pflicht] to raise himself from the crude state of his nature, from his mere animality (quoad actum), more and more toward humanity [immer mehr zur Menschheit], by which he alone is capable of setting himself ends.” Kant’s distinction between the idea of human being and that of animal being, if not evident, is doubtless highly traditional. Far more striking is the philosopher’s indication in this proposition that “humanity,” while the characteristic of human beings, remains for them something always still to be achieved, that “man,” in other words, must “raise
himself [...] more and more" toward the very quality he must by
definition possess. One might well ask how such an operation could
ever be accomplished, for means and end, in such terms, necessarily
grow indistinct. To move toward the ideal of "humanity," one must
possess it, yet to be marked by the quality of "humanity," it seems,
is only ever to approach it. The argument implies a circle that can
hardly be avoided.

In his treatise on the principles of right, Kant asserts more than
once that "humanity," whether considered as given or ideal, pos­sesses for all human beings indubitable "dignity" (Würde). As such,
humanity, the philosopher claims, is deserving of the pure moral
feeling that is "respect" (Achtung). That principle may seem a fami­liar moral precept, but in truth it, too, contains an unfamiliar propo­sition: namely, that "humanity," while inhering in human beings,
may also be distinguished from them, so as to become the object of
their constant ethical and juridical attention. The vision that defines
this critical distinction finds its classic expression in the Kantian
formula "humanity in our person" (Menschheit in unserer Person).18
The philosopher appears to have held this phrase to be of decisive
importance, and in one passage he even dubs it, in Latin, the very
"law of right" (lex iusti). But its exact significance cannot easily
be defined. From an historical, legal perspective, it is worth noting
that the formula sets in motion a striking inversion of two ancient
concepts. Whereas the Roman jurists defined the "person" (persona)
by attributing it to a "human being" (homo), Kant characterizes the
quality of "humanity" (Menschheit) by locating it "in our person"
(in unserer Person). It seems undeniable that Kant thereby intends to
ground positive legal statuses or personalities in a universal prin­
ciple, "humanity," which transcends them. It is all the more striking,
therefore, that the syntactic structure of his formula suggests pre­
cisely the contrary, inscribing "humanity" within the very "person"
that it should, in principle, enable. To conceive of the legal terms
according to the exact Kantian expression, one would be obliged to
imagine a relation of considerable logical complexity. According to
a transcendental proteron hysteron, "humanity" would be a primary
principle to be identified as and be locatable solely in terms, precede.

Kant drew several conclusions from the "right of humanity in our
"figure of humanity unceasingly to elevate oneself "more and
defined, from a transcendental perspective, to the higher principle with
weakens one's capacity for moral and legal action, and which he so often insisted,
"minimal program" in ethical precepts has attracted attention. The "c;
the possibility of isolating, in the many striking features that the
"worth." The form of the Metaphysics of Morals: "humanity, whether in your
characterized as "minimal program" in ethical precepts, has attracted attention. The "c;
the possibility of isolating, in the many striking features that the
"worth." The form of the Metaphysics of Morals: "humanity, whether in your

One might well wonder about the defining faculties

principle to be identified as such in a secondary institution alone. It would be locatable solely in that which it must, in all transcendental terms, precede.

Kant drew several consequences, moral and ethical, from the "right of humanity in our person." In his doctrine of virtue, he showed how the title of the kind founds the principle of external duty. Each human being is bound to others, in whose persons the figure of humanity unceasingly demands respect, thus forbidding "arrogance," "defamation," and "ridicule." The right of humanity also grounds the principle of internal duty, which links each being to the higher principle within him. Acts contrary to the obligation to elevate oneself "more and more toward humanity" may then be defined, from a transcendental perspective, as vices. These are all inherent wrongs: "murdering oneself; the unnatural use of one's sexual organs; and such excessive consumption of food and drink as weakens one's capacity for making purposive use of one's powers." No doubt the most well-known principle Kant derived from his conception of moral and legal humanity is the fundamental rule on which he so often insisted, and which he recorded in the *Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals*: "Act in such a way that you always use humanity, whether in your own person or in the person of any other, never simply as a means but always at the same time as an end." Of the many striking features that mark this statement of the Kantian "minimal program" in ethics, one of the most obvious has rarely attracted attention. The "categorical imperative" rests entirely on the possibility of isolating, in human beings, an abstract principle of the species, humanity, which is to be "used" in accordance with its intrinsic "worth." The formula thereby conceals a striking axiom. It is the proposition that stipulates that it is possible, and indeed necessary, to deduce the basic principles of law and ethics from a transcendental feeling for a natural kind, from a sentiment Kant, in a telling phrase, calls "respect for the species" (*Achtung für die Gattung*).

One might well wonder as to the reasons for which Kant chose to identify the defining faculty of the ethical and legal agent with as
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obscure a thing as “the species.” By what reasoning could the philosopher bind the unconditioned freedom of the will—“the capacity to set oneself an end, any end whatsoever”—to a single type of nature? Answers in Kant’s works could certainly be sought. But it is likely that the thinker’s choice of diction also reflects a broader historical development in moral and political terminology. In a study of the fate of the term “humanity,” Reinhart Koselleck has observed that in the era of the Enlightenment, appeals to human beings as a whole and to humanity in political, social, and theological debates grew increasingly widespread. The ancient Stoic belief that rational individuals should see themselves as the inhabitants of a single “world state” (κόσμονόμος) began to achieve some success. The critical meaning of the term “humanity,” however, now simultaneously changed. Traditionally, the word referred to the entire species, in general and without distinctions among its members. By the second half of the eighteenth century, however, “humanity” became a powerful instrument of polemic, which effectively divided the collectivity it once simply seemed to designate. The generic expression now acquired “a critical, even a negating function with respect to the contrary position.” When employed in debate, “humanity” constituted a legitimating title, capable of contesting the various divisions of human beings imposed by class, Church, and the forms of old political association and hierarchy. “Whoever was concerned with ‘humanity,’” Koselleck writes, “could claim for himself in this way the greatest degree of generality, which was contained eo ipso in the concept ‘humanity.’” Whoever opposed this abstraction consequently set himself against a fundamental enlightened principle. He risked being branded with the quality that the idea of humanity presupposed as its own negation: the quality, namely, of “inhumanity.”

None who lived at the close of the eighteenth century could afford to doubt the reality of that risk, since the French Revolution had staged it for all to see. After the arrest of the Bourbon king on August 10, 1792, a public trial had begun in which the legal concept of humanity played a central, if not ultimately determining, role. Summoned to court, the erstwhile sovereign was charged not only with tyranny, a political crime, but also having acted, with intent, against himself the spokesman of the revolution. In his speech in condemnation of his actions, he declared: “As to the use of the word ‘humanity’ in the trial of a criminal toward humanity [envers l’humanité].” The new crime was not to prove merely another title—“traitor to the French people,” in particular—of which all citizens were accused. The menace that the new crime was not to prove merely another title—“traitor to the French people,” in particular—of which all citizens were accused. The menace that threatened was not simply a question of political opposition, but of citizen’s personal qualities. The so-called Martens clause in the 1899 Hague Convention of War on Land (Hague II) codified international law of “humanity,” the declaration read, “remains bound by the principles of international
with tyranny, a political crime as old as ancient times, but also of having acted, with intent, against humanity itself. Robespierre made himself the spokesman of this radical position. In the final words of his speech in condemnation of the aristocrat on December 3, 1792, he declared: “As to Louis, I ask that the National Convention declare him, from this moment on, a traitor to the French nation, a criminal toward humanity [traitre à la nation française, criminel envers l'humanité].”

The relation between those two iniquitous titles—”traitor to the French nation,” “criminal toward humanity”—merits some reflection. At the time Robespierre invoked them, the charges may have seemed hardly distinct. Referring to the 1791 penal code, the members of the National Convention ultimately weighed in favor of the traditional accusation, judging Louis XVI guilty of treason. But in the language of the law, this first appearance of the new crime was not to prove the last.

European legal practice, however, took time to accept the Jacobin’s formulation. Only in the twentieth century did the category of “crimes against humanity” acquire an accepted place in the law of nations. It is customary to date the emergence of the penal notion to the aftermath of the Second World War, when the victorious Allies tried former German National Socialist authorities for the commission of “crimes against humanity,” as well as “war crimes” and “crimes against peace.” But the idea that the human species constituted a legal subject that might be illegitimately assaulted predated the International Military Tribunal in Nuremberg. In an illuminating essay, Sévane Garibian has shown that the idea of crimes committed against humanity already played a notable role in the First World War, when the Allied states publicly denounced the acts of violence committed by Turkey against its Armenian civilian population. The so-called Martens Clause introduced into the preamble of the 1899 Hague Convention with Respect to the Laws and Customs of War on Land (Hague II) contained the earliest mention in modern international law of “humanity.” “Populations and belligerents,” the declaration read, “remain under the protection and empire of the principles of international law, as they result from the usages
established between civilized nations, from the laws of humanity, and the requirements of the public conscience." 29 The first reference to "crimes against humanity" was probably intended as shorthand for crimes against such laws. It can be found in a statement issued in May 1915 by France, Britain, and Russia, in which the three world powers condemned the mass murder of Armenian civilians as "new crimes of Turkey against humanity and civilization." 30 It seems that, in drafting the statement, there was some debate among the Allied powers as to the most pertinent term for the legal subject that had been assaulted in the persons of the Armenians. Sazonov, the Russian minister of foreign affairs, had suggested that the statement denounce "new crimes against Christianity and civilization." Ultimately, however, the assembled officials decided otherwise. In consultation with the British and the French, the Russian government agreed that the word "Christianity" would be best replaced by the abstract name of the species. "Crimes against humanity" thus entered the books of the law. 31

That penal category was to remain and become the basis of new proceedings. At the close of the First World War, in 1919, the Allied forces enjoined the Ottomans to establish an "extraordinary" martial court in Constantinople to prosecute high-ranking military officers for offenses that, "being contrary to the rules of law and humanity, [...] are of such a nature as to make the consciousness of humanity forever tremble in horror." 32 The Turkish trial that ensued broke little ground, and despite the Allies' bold declarations, the legal proceedings it involved were familiar in form. Officers were charged before military tribunals with violations of rules of internal law and, soon after the pronouncement of the sentences, most of those judged guilty either escaped detention or obtained pardon from the new régime. 33 But in retrospect, the terms with which the victors called for the courts did mark a turning point, for the international appeals established a place for humanity in positive international law. They announced the concept that would famously enter the law of nations on August 8, 1945, in article 6(c) of the Charter of the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg. This was the concept of "crimes against humanity, enslavement, deportation of any civilian populations on political, racial or religious grounds, and persecution of any civilian population on political, racial or religious grounds, on any basis whatsoever, whether or not in violation of the laws of war and the rules of international law." 34 That statute entered the law of nations as a result of the unprecedented acts of violence against the German National Socialists' persecution of the Jews. It defined the crime of "crimes against humanity, enslavement, deportation of any civilian population on political, racial or religious grounds, and persecution of any civilian population on political, racial or religious grounds, on any basis whatsoever, whether or not in violation of the laws of war and the rules of international law." 35 In the years that followed, the mass murder of Jews could also be considered an "crime against humanity, enslavement, deportation of any civilian population on political, racial or religious grounds, and persecution of any civilian population on political, racial or religious grounds, on any basis whatsoever, whether or not in violation of the laws of war and the rules of international law." 36 It has been argued that the idea of illegal assaults against civilians was already well established in the law of war, and that the concept of "crimes against humanity, enslavement, deportation of any civilian population on political, racial or religious grounds, and persecution of any civilian population on political, racial or religious grounds, on any basis whatsoever, whether or not in violation of the laws of war and the rules of international law." 37 But in retrospect, the terms with which the victors called for the courts did mark a turning point, for the international appeals established a place for humanity in positive international law. They announced the concept that would famously enter the law of nations on August 8, 1945, in article 6(c) of the Charter of the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg. This was the
concept of "crimes against humanity: namely, murder, extermination, enslavement, deportation, and other inhumane acts committed against any civilian population, before or during the war; or persecutions on political, racial or religious grounds in execution of or in connection with any crime within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal, whether or not in violation of the domestic law of the country where perpetrated." That statute enabled the international court to judge the unprecedented acts of violence committed by the officials of the German National Socialist régime, not least the systematic mass murder of Jewish civilians. As Bert Röling later recalled, "persecution of a group of people, on the basis of race or religion, in occupied territory would already have been covered by the concept of the conventional war crimes." But now the annihilation of German Jews could also be considered international in import. Developing the idea of illegal assaults against the single species, the Allies thus succeeding in establishing the legitimacy of what Sazonov had only a few decades earlier defined as "crimes against Christianity." Henceforth, the mass murder of Jews would be the first internationally accepted case of "crimes against humanity."

In the complex history of the development of these new offenses, at least one feature of twentieth-century legal history cannot be doubted: "humanity" emerged as a technical term in the course of efforts to define atrocities with respect to which traditional categories in the law of war seemed patently inadequate. This fact may well lie at the root of the apparent paradox according to which the charge of "crimes against humanity," while in theory independent of that of "crimes of war," has proven consistently most effective when referred to deeds committed by warring states. But the extremity of the circumstances in which twentieth-century lawyers sought to inscribe the name "humanity" in the register of the law also raises the question of the nature of the now accepted juridical entity that is the species. What is the "humanity" of the law of nations, such that it appears above all as the victim of atrocious crimes? One wonders why it is that the abstract legal principle of the natural kind seems less to generate a positive right than to furnish the crucial term by
which perpetrators of violent deeds against civilian masses may be judged as criminals—where, it is perhaps unnecessary to add, the judges are the victors, and the accused, of course, the vanquished. One wonders, in short, why the most defined of all relations to legal "humanity" should be that of crime or enmity, if not both.

It is certain, however, that such developments came to grant an unexpected importance to the one figure in the history of the law in whose definition "humanity" assumed the semblance of generic unity. Through the first half of the twentieth century, the pirate could largely be considered a minor figure in the law of nations. An ancient lawyer, statesman, and philosopher such as Cicero might allude to him as "the common enemy of all," in order to mark the outer limits of the domain of duties. A medieval glossator such as Bartolus could exclude him from his discussion of ius belli on the grounds that lawful enemies are always sovereign public persons, while the pirate, by contrast, is no more than "the enemy of the human species." Enlightened jurists, such as Wolff and Vattel, might on occasion invoke the specter of the pillager's unruly criminality, conjuring images of "wild monsters of the human species," "unworthy of the name of men," whom all must remove from their midst. But those were all references to marginal antagonists, allusions to bands of exceptional criminals and unlawful enemies who emerged, from time to time, at the edges of the sphere of European public right. That such figures could be opposed to a thing as abstract as "humanity" meant precisely that they were of relatively little importance, at least with respect to the political and legal authorities of the classical, medieval, and modern epochs, whether they held principalities or cities, kingdoms or commonwealths.

All this changed, however, with the slow but certain justifying of humanity. Once the species had achieved a place of honor in the law of nations, once the name of the natural kind was no longer the sign of a being outside the domain of right but a crucial term in the public conflicts of states, the old antagonist—criminal and enemy—stepped forth in a new and unfamiliar light. His former insignificance now concealed an unexpected relevance. On account of the indeterminate hostility of human species," the pirate was a minor figure in the law of nations. The evidence passed. That such a thinker as Hermann Joseph Muller might refer to Adolf Eichmann had become "like the pirate in traditional law, the 'enemy of the human species';" that such a jurist as Roscoe Pound might invoke the "universal jurisdiction" of the law of piracy had brought forth "the concept of piracy," as Schmitt might call it, the system of international law. The political deeds committed in the name of an age of legally established "humanity" meant precisely that they were of relatively little importance, at least with respect to the political and legal authorities of the classical, medieval, and modern epochs, whether they held principalities or cities, kingdoms or commonwealths. Each time, the pirates of our time, representatives of our common kin, stepped forth as legal envoys of a reality: that of human
of the indeterminate hostility that defined him as "the enemy of the human species," the pirate was suddenly the agent of the political and legal moment. The evidence suggests that this interval has yet to pass. That such a thinker as Hannah Arendt could ask in what sense Adolf Eichmann had become, by virtue of his administrative deeds, "like the pirate in traditional law, hostis humani generis ["enemy of the human species"]; that such a judge as Bert Röling could consider whether the law of piracy might be applied to new "criminals against humanity"; that such a jurist as M. C. Bassiouni could observe that the "universal jurisdiction" discussed in the second half of the twentieth century has its legal roots in the old status of the plunderer of the seas, whom all powers might apprehend, prosecute, and punish—these are but some of many signs that a new age has begun." This is an age of legally established humanity and inhumanity, in which "the concept of piracy," as Schmitt feared, has "changed its place in the system of international law." Today, now that major legal and political deeds committed in the name of the species are increasingly not the exception but the rule, figures of the "common enemy of all" will for this reason necessarily continue to appear and reappear. Each time, the pirates of our time will confront the wishful representatives of our common kind with the same undeniable, if discomforting, reality: that of humanity irreconcilably at odds with itself.
Late in life, Kant conceived the idea of a single global order, which was one day to unite the many nations of the earth in a lawful condition of perpetual peace. The thought was in itself not altogether novel, since earlier writers had also imagined a world without war; the most famous of Kant's immediate predecessors was the Abbé of Saint-Pierre, whose "Project for Perpetual Peace" of 1712 attracted the attention of both Leibniz and Rousseau. But it is likely that Kant was the first thinker to consider thoroughly the conditions and consequences implied by the idea of a state of everlasting peace. There can be little doubt that he shared the sentiments of those writers before him who viewed war as the expression of a primitive state, ideally to be surpassed by law. "We look with profound contempt upon the way in which savages cling to their lawless freedom," Kant observed in "Toward Perpetual Peace," which he first published in 1795. "They would rather engage in incessant strife than submit to a legal constraint which they might impose on themselves, for they prefer the freedom of folly to the freedom of reason. We regard this as barbarism, coarseness, and brutish debasement of humanity." There are good reasons, Kant suggested, to view the practices of warring states as no less inhumane. But the philosopher of Königsberg did not limit himself to recalling a moral condemnation of all belligerent activity as unruly, ignoble, and needlessly destructive. He also argued strenuously for the necessity of peace on altogether different grounds. These might well strike the student of transcendental philosophy as surprisingly empirical—if, that is, the shape of
the earth may be judged by its inhabitants to be "empirical." Kant cited the decisive geophysical evidence more than once. At the close of his *Doctrine of Right*, he suggested that the "rational idea of a peaceful, even if not friendly, thoroughgoing community of all nations on the earth" could be derived from the simple fact that "Nature has enclosed all nations together within determinate limits (the spherical shape of the place they live in, a *globus terraqueus*)." In "Toward Perpetual Peace," he was more explicit about the juridical repercussions of the planetary form. "On account of the spherical surface [Kugelfläche] of the earth," he asserted, "human beings cannot be infinitely dispersed [ins Unendliche zerstreuen]; rather, they must necessarily tolerate each other's company."5

The formal properties of Kant's *globus terraqueus* are well worth pondering. The philosopher expressly noted that the earth is not infinite; thus no matter how misanthropic they may be, human beings can only extend outwards to a certain point, after which they are, Kant claimed, bound by necessity to encounter each other again. For this reason, however, it does not suffice to assert that the globe is finite in extent. One must add that it is also unlimited in structure, since no one dwells outside it.6 Kant himself, however, did not pause to consider the qualities of the spherical object he so blithely called to mind; nor did he justify his curious argument, which yoked the earthly aster in the unlikely service of the transcendental doctrine of objective right. The critical philosopher was more interested in deducing the legal and political consequence that the "spherical surface" implied. The ideal of an eternal establishment of a federation likely to prevent war was described among states that would be an association of individuals within a single "sovereign authority (as in the European association founded, as Kant noted, to meddle in one another's internal affairs against attacks from without.)"

Writing at the close of the eighteenth century, Kant was aware, of course, that such a federation could never be an institution of the present. For the future, once pacific tendencies had replaced the legal tradition, provided a set of principles between states. These rules were exclusively principles of order, a summary treatment of the pugna of which he considered, and to another state in the condition in which states remained at odds with the legal tradition, provided a set of principles of nature among states (in each of which he considered it to be an institution of the present). But Kant hastened to add that this one obvious solution would most certainly fail. "Since this is not the will of the nations, according to their present conception of international right (so that they reject in hypothesi what is true in the existing state of nature among states (in each of which he considered it to be an institution of the present), the problem cannot be realized."7 Kant therefore substituted in the shape of a federation likely to prevent war an association among states that would be a...
what is true in this, the positive ideal of a world republic cannot be realized." Kant therefore proposed an alternative: "a negative substitute in the shape of an enduring and gradually expanding federation likely to prevent war." In the *Metaphysics of Morals*, he described such an association as "a league of nations," an "alliance" among states that would be analogous, while distinct, to the union of individuals within a single civil code. Such a union would entail no "sovereign authority (as in a civil constitution)," being an association founded, as Kant noted, with a telling aside, "not in order to meddle in one another's international dissensions, but to protect against attacks from without."

Writing at the close of the eighteenth century, Kant was well aware, of course, that such a federation of nations also could hardly be an institution of the present. Perhaps it would arise sometime in the future, once pacific tendencies had sprouted. In the meantime, peoples remained at odds with each other and Kant, faithful to the legal tradition, provided a set of principles to regulate the relations between states. These rules defined "the Right of Nations." They were exclusively principles of war. While resolutely committed to the ideal of an eternal establishment of peace, Kant now also offered a summary treatment of the prerogatives of present sovereign states, each of which he considered, "as a moral person, as living in relation to another state in the condition of natural freedom and therefore in a condition of constant war." First he enumerated the grounds by which a state may lay claim to "the right to go to war [...] if it believes it has been wronged by another state": when, for instance, it has been "actively violated," or even merely "threatened," by the other state's military "preparations, upon which is based the right of prevention (ius praeventionis), or even just the menacing increase in another state's power (by its acquisition of territory) (potentia tremenda)." Next, Kant considered the rights of nations during war, which he defined as "the waging of war in accordance with principles that always leave open the possibility of leaving the state of nature among states (in external relation to one another) and entering a rightful condition." Here Kant forbade various forms
of belligerent activity: wars of “punishment,” “extermination,” and “subjugation,” he argued, all contradict the peaceful ends of war and must therefore always be avoided. So, too, must the law of nations exclude any measures of a state which “would make its subjects unfit to be citizens”: espionage, assassination, poisoning, and spreading false reports are of such a kind. Finally, Kant specified the rights of states following the end of war. A victorious nation may not exact compensation, “since then he would have to admit that his opponent had fought an unjust war”; nor ought the triumphant state to impose a state of servitude on the vanquished, for “if it did, the war would have been a punitive war, which is self-contradictory.”

In the absence of a league of nations, these various rules aimed to limit the violence of armed and public confrontations. But they were to do so only to a point. After specifying the principles that were to obtain between equal and antagonistic states, Kant turned his attention in the *Metaphysics of Morals* to a different foe. “There are no limits [keine Grenzen] to the rights of a state against an unjust enemy,” he wrote, in a single, decisive paragraph, explaining, in parentheses: “(no limits with respect to quantity or degree, though there are limits with respect to quality); that is to say, an injured state may not use any means whatsoever but may use those means that are allowable to any degree that it is able to, in order to maintain what belongs to it.”

An apparent exception to the restriction of legal war, Kant’s “unjust enemy” naturally drew the notice of Carl Schmitt. In a central section of *Nomos of the Earth*, Schmitt recalled how by the eighteenth century, modern European public law had in principle excluded the “punitive war,” the “war of extermination,” and the “war of subjugation” as legitimate forms of belligerency. But with Kant’s doctrine of right, Schmitt argued, that early modern juridical achievement began to come undone. In the place of the classic modern doctrine of the “just war,” whose legality lies in its outer form, Kant, herald of a new age, set a war that admits of “just” and “unjust enemies.” Schmitt recalled Kant’s self-explanation:

What is an *unjust enemy* in *Nations?* It is an enemy who (word or deed) reveals a max rule, any condition of peace instead, a state of nature would contracts is an expression of the matter of concern to all nations are called upon to unite again the state of its power to do it.

Schmitt barely concealed his suffices,” he exclaimed, “for and it suffices, for this expre justify the action of those who freedom! A preventative war a than a just war. It would be a doctrine of right suited to the would thus have cleared the way in European right. “Closer to the enlightened writer would the Scholastic th not in its form (justa forma) but ingly, Kant would have thus on of the most extreme violence, in doctrinal justification: a ba lized humanity against a crim “there are no limits to the r On this point, Schmitt’s sen in analysis. He clearly flagg in the Kantian law of nations, definition. Schmitt overlooke lack of limitation invoked in expressly limited. Against an un respect to quantity or degree, with precision, before adding:
What is an unjust enemy in terms of the concepts of the Right of Nations? It is an enemy whose publicly expressed will (whether by word or deed) reveals a maxim by which, if it were made a universal rule, any condition of peace among nations would be impossible and, instead, a state of nature would be perpetuated. Violation of public contracts is an expression of this sort. Since this can be assumed to be a matter of concern to all nations whose freedom is threatened by it, they are called upon to unite against such misconduct in order to deprive the state of its power to do it.18

Schmitt barely concealed his horror before this definition: "It suffices," he exclaimed, "for there to be a publicly expressed will, and it suffices, for this expression to reveal a maxim, in order to justify the action of those who feel themselves threatened in their freedom! A preventative war against such an enemy would be more than a just war. It would be a crusade."19 In guise of elaborating a doctrine of right suited to the federation of peaceful states, Kant would thus have cleared the way for a battle of a kind long surpassed in European right. "Closer to the theologians than to the jurists," the enlightened writer would have formulated his doctrine of martial law as did the Scholastic thinkers, who conceived war to be just not in its form (justa forma) but in its final cause (justa causa). Unwittingly, Kant would have thus conceived, in the name of peace, a war of the most extreme violence, at once novel in scope and medieval in doctrinal justification: a battle which pitted the bearers of civilized humanity against a criminal antagonist, with respect to whom "there are no limits to the right of a state."20

On this point, Schmitt's sensitivity in reading exceeded his acuity in analysis. He clearly flagged the central figure of the exception in the Kantian law of nations, but he mistook the exact terms of its definition. Schmitt overlooked one technical but crucial fact. The lack of limitation invoked in the Metaphysics of Morals was most expressly limited. Against an unjust enemy, "there are no limits with respect to quantity or degree," the critical philosopher stipulated, with precision, before adding: "though there are limits with respect
This is a point of doctrine, which involves one categorical distinction that Kant considered by definition unsurpassable: the distinction, namely, between quantity and quality. The philosopher clearly specified the terms by which the conceptual pair was to be applied to the state at war. In waging war on an "unjust enemy," he argued, a legitimate public association may avail itself of any legal means of battle, which it may deploy with infinite intensity. But it may avail itself of such means alone. As the philosopher continued after declaring that "there are no limits to the rights of a state against an unjust enemy," "that is to say, an injured state may not use any means whatever but may use those means that are allowable to any degree that it is able to, in order to maintain what belongs to it." Unlimited quantity of force may therefore be expended in the battle against the illegitimate opponent; but the quality of belligerency must remain limited. Kant did not hesitate to offer examples. Confronted with evidence of a violation of a contract, be it actual or merely threatened, "all nations," he observed, "are called upon to unite against such misconduct in order to deprive the state of its power to do it." The just may act without regard to degree in their response to the illegal opponent. "But they are not called upon to divide its territory among themselves and to make the state, as it were, disappear from the earth, since that would be an injustice against its people, which cannot lose its original right to unite into a commonwealth." Political and military pressures of a different sort ought instead, in such cases, to be envisaged. Kant offered only one example: an offending state, he reasoned, "can be allowed to adopt a new constitution that by its nature will be unfavorable to the inclination to war." Kant's theory of the unjust enemy lends itself to more than a single reading. Suspended between the restriction of quality and the non-restriction of quantity, between limitation in kind and non-limitation in degree, it is structurally ambiguous. One would be justified in interpreting it as imposing an implacable barrier to the violent means of battle, since it dictates that no partitioning of a territory, no extermination of a people, and no destruction of a nation may ever be judged as legitimate. Kant's conclusion from the exception that its distinction between quality and quantity for a battle of new and obscure the armed endeavor against an unjust enemy not end with military defeat. It must renounce its iniquity and it must do so by an office of a constitutional republican ideal. At least in this, not elsewhere, the philosopher's will seems hardly to doubt in such a way, into a position of non-aggression that, despite their dire principle of spontaneity. This degree significant. It stipulates to annex the territory of the unjust enemy, to annihilate its state, the breaches "can be allowed to adopt new constitution to it to adopt a new constitution and to the inclination to war"? Kant's answer: for wars declared with the expressed renunciation of all war, where "renunciation new variety of subjection: acquiescence of peace.

This much, in any case, is true of the enemy "whose publicly expressed reveals a maxim by which, if the condition of peace among nations limits of degree is not so much point, Kant's statement is uncorrected unjust enemy—one presumes it
nation may ever be judged as legal. But one might also draw a different conclusion from the exceptional martial clause. One might argue that its distinction between quantity and quality provides the basis for a battle of new and obscure variety. Unlike old wars of conquest, the armed endeavor against an unjust enemy described by Kant cannot end with military defeat. More is required. The offending nation must renounce its iniquitous inclinations toward other peoples, and it must do so by an official change in politico-legal form: by the adoption of a constitution, likely one in keeping with Kant’s republican ideal. At least in this chapter of his doctrine of right, if not elsewhere, the philosopher of the self-determining freedom of the will seems hardly to doubt that a sovereign state may be forced, in such a way, into a position of liberty, coerced, so to speak, into deeds that, despite their dire and necessitating cause, still express a principle of spontaneity. The grammar of Kant’s statement is to this degree significant. It stipulates that, while it is not permitted to annex the territory of the unjust enemy, to destroy its people, or to annihilate its state, the breaker of international contracts nevertheless “can be allowed to adopt a new constitution that by its nature will be unfavorable to the inclination to war.” It is difficult not to perceive a note of euphemism in this “allowance” (lassen). What exactly could it mean to wage a war upon a state in order to “allow it to adopt a new constitution that by its nature will be unfavorable to the inclination to war”? Kant’s formulation clears a legal space for wars declared with the express aim of obligating antagonists to renounce all war, where “renunciation” may be in truth a name for a new variety of subjection: acquiescence before the victorious armies of peace.

This much, in any case, is certain: when confronted with an enemy “whose publicly expressed will (whether by word or deed) reveals a maxim by which, if it were made a universal rule, any condition of peace among nations would be impossible,” a war without limits of degree is not so much permitted as demanded. On this point, Kant’s statement is unequivocal. In the restricted case of the unjust enemy—one presumes it is only in this case—a just state must
act without restriction in the quantity of its military efforts, while still continuing to restrict their qualities. Before the breaker of the oath, the guardians of contracts, representatives of the universality of the law, must not allow themselves to be swayed: with all their might, they must enter the throes of battle, not to take a terrain or to assassinate its people, but to "allow," by military motions, the criminal state "to adopt a new constitution." Then the battle for peace, a war against all war, simultaneously with and without the limits that define the confrontation of states, cannot be avoided. Kant maintains that such an operation is the surest means of anticipating an everlasting global order.

But there is more. To understand the sense of the Kantian imperative in all its implications, it is necessary to recall one fundamental rule in the critical philosophy. It may be simply formulated. Because of the absolutely unconditioned freedom of their will, human beings can always, in every condition, fail to keep their word. Were it otherwise, promises, pledges, and contracts would be not commitments but natural laws, physical and logical necessities shorn of ethical and moral significance. They might be true, even compelling; but they would not be the deeds of free agents. The only morally binding engagement, Kant taught, is the one that can be renounced. Of course, such a commitment need not be betrayed; it may always also be respected. But the possibility of the breaking of a contract—the possibility of the breaking of all contracts—cannot be set aside. A being of utterly bad faith may never be excluded. This elementary principle is of great consequence for the idea of a single global order. It dictates that the project for eternal peace be, in truth, a project for the perpetual preparation for peace through war. As long as human beings are liable to lie, as long as a state may always declare a "maxim by which, if it were made a universal rule, any condition of peace among nations would be impossible," warfare remains imminent. Vigilance towards the virtual infraction of treaties must be constant. Anywhere where there are contracts, anywhere where there are international conventions, treaties and alliances, an unjust enemy may always suddenly emerge. Then the battle for peace, unbounded
in quantity but not in quality, must commence. It cannot end, for
its aims are neither local in space nor discrete in the course of time.
In this war, by definition, no single defeat—not even one involving
the "allowance of a new constitution"—can ever last; no one victory
may be considered permanent. Unlike the old, armed, and public
conflicts of states, the modern confrontation against the enemy of
all must each time, in each place, begin anew. Infinitely intense,
preparatory, and provisional, it admits of no regions such as the high
seas or the air, which would constitute stable exceptions to its rule;
planetary in scope, it refuses to concede that there are elements of
nature that lie beyond the line of the law of nations. A perpetual war
in the name of a peace that cannot be, it is familiar only with mobile
zones of transitory violence, their borders incessantly drawn and
redrawn across the "spherical surface of the earth."
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